1. Introduction. In a recent paper [2] F. F. Bonsall and Morris Marden have given a new proof of Cohn's theorem [3] concerning the polynomials whose zeros are symmetric in the unit circle C: \z\ = 1. The proof, though simpler than Cohn's, became complicated by the consideration of many cases according the behaviour of the polynomial on | z\ = 1. In the present note we give another proof of Cohn's theorem sensibly simpler than the previous ones. A polynomial (2.1) g(z) = h + bxz + ■ ■ ■ + bmz"> is said to be a self-inversive polynomial when
Let g(z) be the self-inversive polynomial (2.1) and let g'(z) be its derivative.
From (2.2) follows the identity
3. Cohn's theorem. Let g(z) be the self-inversive polynomial (2.1). Then g(z) has the same number of zeros inside the unit circle C as does the polynomial
For the proof of the theorem we shall need only Rouché's theorem and the following lemma, whose indirect proof based on zero's continuity is immediate.
Lemma. Let e be a real positive number. If, for every X such that 0<X<€, the polynomial fit) + \R(\, z) has a fixed number h of zeros inside C, the number of zeros of f(z) inside C is = h.
In [2] , besides Rouché's theorem and the preceding lemma, essential use is made of another lemma which is a consequence of the following one given in [l]:/or every self-inversive polynomial g(z) (2.1) one has, on \z\ =1, |g'(z)/g(z)| èw/2. Then the lemma gives p^px. This completes the proof of the theorem.
